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jblabs:'swapon -s'from within a liveUSB. you can try and fix it from the liveUSB, sure the first thing I'd do is check the file system Bashing-om, No output to this command. also, type'mount' Bashing-om, Does the SSD drive have enough space? jblabs: so 'pastebinit reisio, I just did, shows /dev/sda2 on /cdrom type ext4 (rw,relatime,data=ordered,noatime,xattr,error=remountro) yay, then it's formatted I'd install a new bootloader and try to use that before going on to other things reisio, I'm not even there. is the bootloader on /dev/sda1? on what? sda1 is the CD/DVD drive jblabs: Reisio'sudo parted -l '. hrmm? reisio, Yes, what i meant is which bootloader? the Ubuntu bootloader is at /dev/sda unless you just erased it, in which case it would be at
/dev/sda1 reisio, partitioned that drive and it showed sda1 ... but it was a fresh install so why don't you tell me what you did instead of asking, "is the bootloader on /dev/sda1" if you've already checked that, then you can stop being a troll reisio, I'm going to install that bootloader, then I'm just going to say that I can't boot into ubuntu mmmhmmm, so your /boot/efi
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DESCRIPTION CHECK FOR UPDATES SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SCREENSHOT TRAILER NFO Your incredible adventure across the horizon is waiting for you! Explore a vibrant and ever-evolving open world... but be on the lookout! The world of Minecraft offers complete freedom of action. In this endless world, you can create anything from simple buildings to
grandiose mechanisms and buildings that you have never seen, much less created. You have countless building blocks at your disposal, and during the game you will also meet animals that will give you the opportunity to travel around the world and explore new territories. The game starts in survival mode. fffad4f19a
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